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List of Provisional Papers and Posters

Anastassios **ANTONARAS**
Roman glass from Greece: 30 years of excavation

Seniz **ATIK**
Four engraved glass bowls from the Marmaray Yenikapi excavations, Istanbul

Anamarija Eterović **BORZIĆ**
*Ollae cinerariae* and burial customs in the necropolis of ancient Iader

Cristina **BOSCHETTI**
Beyond beauty. Glass inlays from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt: technology and economy

Anaïs **BRAJA**
Study and conservation of three Gallo-Romano windows from the archeological site of Compierre, France

Katja **BROSCHAT** and Anastasia **CHOLAKOVA**
Using colours to identify and reconstruct the techniques of cage-cup production

Giulia **CESARIN**
From late Hellenistic to early Roman luxury glass production: a systematic analysis of gold-band glass

Sally **COTTAM**
Two centuries of art and invention revisited: colour and form in early Imperial glass

Dario **DEL BUFALO**
*Murrina Vasa* and Roman glass imitations *

Sophie **DESCAMPES-LEQUIME**, Isabelle **BIRON**, Juliette **LANGLOIS**, and Monique **DONDIN-PAYRE**
Glass eyes from two bronze portraits of Augustus and Livia found at Neuilly-le-Real, France *

Kata **DÉVAI** and István **FÓRIZS**
The tradition of snake-thread glass in Pannonia

Maria Grazia **DIANI**, Luciana **MANDRUZZATO**, and Marina **UBOLDI**
Updates on Roman glass research in Italy: the activity of the Italian National Committee of AIHV

Souen **FONTAINE**
Contribution of maritime sites to the history of the trade in Roman glass *
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Ana **FRANJIC**, Anamarija Eterović **BORZIĆ**, and Ian **FREESTONE**  
Glass from the East, Glass from the West: deciphering glass supply in ancient Iader - a pilot study

Ian **FREESTONE** and Yael **ISRAELI**  
Re-examination of the Jerusalem Workshop *

Sylvia **FÜNFSCHELLING**  
Glass has become an important group of small finds - can we do more? *

Vedrana Jović **GAZIĆ**  
Museum of ancient glass in Zadar (Croatia): Seven years of challenges

Giulia **GIOVANETTI**  
Obsidian portraits from the Museo Nazionale Romano, Rome

Yael **GORIN-ROSEN**  
Glass production at Jalame - reconsideration and news from recent excavations

Susanne **GRIEFF**  
Three of a kind - reuniting fragments of enamelled glass from Nijmegen by scientific analysis

David **HILL**  
Cameo appearances - The scenes depicted on the Portland Vase

Tatiana **IVLEVA**  
A Romano-British glass bracelet: rediscovering a production technique

Stephen **KOOB**, N. Astrid **VAN GIFFEN**, and Annemarie **BARTFIELD**  
Advancements in the conservation of Roman glass since *Glass of the Caesars*

Françoise **LABAUNE-JEAN**  
A small tumbler sherd with cut decoration in high-relief discovered in Rennes (Bretagne, France)

Katherine **LARSON**  
A cup for a copper: Blown and non-blown glasses in the Early Roman period

Irena **LAZAR**  
The Ptuj bottle with engraved decoration - depiction of the lighthouse and its interpretation

Christopher S. **LIGHTFOOT**  
Mould-blown glass in a wider context

Alessandra **MAGNI** and Gabriella **TASSINARI**  
Glass gems of the Caesars - some ‘propaganda gems’ in Verona: meaning production and diffusion
Sergiu MATVEEV, Veaceslav SPRINCEAN, Tudor BRANISTE, and Elena CUROSU
Glass products form the valley of the Middle Dniester River in the early period of Great Migrations

Stefanie NAGEL
New insights into cut and engraving techniques for late antique glass

Hidetoshi NAMIKI and Yasuko FUJII
Cut gold-leaf technique (Kirikane) on the Hellenistic and Early Roman gilded glass from the San el-Hagar, Tanis, Egypt

Friederike NAUMANN-STECKNER
Unique appliqué ornaments: a glass beaker decorated with ‘slugs’ found in Cologne

Marie-Dominique NENNA
Innovation and tradition in glass craftsmanship of Graeco-Romano Egypt *

Andreas NOBACK, Lars O. GROBE, Jennifer KOMP, and Franziska LANG
Measuring and modelling scattering properties of Roman window glass for daylight simulation

Elisa PANERO
Production techniques and trade of glass in North-Western Italy

James PEAKE
Roman glass after the Romans: Recycled Roman glass in Anglo-Saxon England

Tim PENN
Post AD 79 Roman glass from Campania, Italy: the assemblage from the villa baths at Pollena Trocchio, on the north slope of Mt Vesuvius

Angela Susak PITZER
Clearly valuable: A multi-disciplinary study of Roman glass from Karanis, Egypt

Nadine SCHIBILLE, Jorge de Juan ARES, and Miguel Ángel Valero TÉVAR
The glass mosaic tesserae from the Late Roman villa at Noheda (Spain)

Melina SMIRNIOU, Thilo REHREN, Evangelia SKAFIDA, and Eleni ASDERAKI-TZOUMERKIOTI
Characterisation of Early Roman glass from Eastern Thessaly (Greece)

Cornelius STECKNER
Anton Kisa’s presentation of ancient glass, Walter Crane, and the Glass of the Caesars

Berislav ŠTEFANAC
Early Roman cobalt-blue glass in ancient Liburnia

Nikolina TOPIĆ, Helena PUHARA, and Lucija VUKOVIĆ
Glasses of the Roman Colony of Epidaurum - archaeological excavations in Cavtat near Dubrovnik, Croatia
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Koen VANDERSTUKKEN
Roman glass and its influence on 2 millennia on art in glass

Marco VERITÀ, Fabrizio ANTONELLI, Lorenzo LAZZARINI, Lucia SAGUÌ, and Elena TESSER
Opus Sectile glass pieces of the 2nd century AD in imitation of real marmora from the Collezione Gorga, Rome. Forms, colours and technology

Marcin WAGNER
The glass of Akrai in Eastern Sicily

Susan WALKER
All in the family: new research on later Roman gold-glass

Richard WHITELEY, Tim SENDEN, and Elizabeth MINCHIN
Rethinking the manufacture of Roman cameo glass

Frank WIESENBERG
Reconstructed Roman glass workshops in operation - problems and first results

Karol WIGHT
The display and interpretation of Roman glass in museums since *Glass of the Caesars*

Emilie WINCKEL
Roman inside cased glass from the Julio-Claudian era

* Working title